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About This Content

Them superfly leather-suede jeans. That's Pimpin'!
That black belt of bling. That's Pimpin'!

Them "eyes on the money" glasses. That's Pimpin'!
That gold 'n diamond "smack you fools" cane. That's Pimpin'!

Pimpy G. is pimpin' and you know it.

This DLC contains a custom skin for Froggy G in Awesomenauts. You need to have Froggy G available as a playable character
in order to access the skin in-game. Owning this skin will also unlock the special portrait for use in-game.
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Title: Awesomenauts - Pimpy G. Skin
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ronimo Games
Publisher:
Ronimo Games
Release Date: 7 Feb, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HD space

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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I am disappointed. The game is quite unplayable. The control of the game that a player has is horrible.. Haven't played much but
I think the controls could use some work, especially with navigating menus and some prompts to be more transparent on how to
move through menus. Also don't like having to pick up every individual item after mining for resources. I do like what little i
have played so far and will play more.. Underground Keeper is most simply put as a 3D version of the classic Minesweeper with
a button ("E") option to see a 2D\/top-down view of the grid.

Pro's:

The game is essentially as easy as the classic game. Glowing numbers are floating in the center of each grid block, which says if
that grid block is touching a bomb grid block - Sides and diagonals as you are used to.

The graphics are simple, but effective.

There is a leaderboard (currently at just over 500 mines destroyed as of writing this by a name I've forgotten.)

You can adjust music volume and sound volume (sounds equal bombs exploding, a pickaxe hacking at a block of dirt or a
wooden block.) No noise of footsteps.

A good many maps and you can randomly generate one and play it at will, rather than playing the levels as they come.

The music isn't bad. It's a bit calm and soothing, like a mix of Enya meets the New Age theme, like Kitaro. But you can turn it
down and have your own mix playing in the background.

The GUI is simple enough and uses the basics while remaining fairly simple to read.

The intro isn't overly long. It's five seconds, then you get an explosion like within the game, but it is thankfully somewhat muted
and sounds slightly distant.

I'm also really pleased to see that you can press "ESC" during a game and adjust the sound settings rather than between levels.

Con's:

There is a random block on the ground that is a hole you can fall in to and you will die immediately for doing so.

You only get a few extra bombs, so if you blow up the wrong block too many times (one without a mine in it,) then you cannot
win because hitting a trapped block will cause you to die, whereas the C4 gives you a three second timer.

There are no directions explained in-game (left-click the mouse to mine with a pickaxe and hold down the right mouse button to
plant C4.) Not exactly rocket science, but it's something to keep in mind - No tutorial level.

-----------

Overall, the game is as fun as the standard Minesweeper game, which isn't really saying too much, but it does have the drop of
death I mentioned, randomized levels with a pseudo classic view and such. So, for what it is and is meant to be, it's excellent.

I might recommend getting it on sale, unless you just really enjoy Minesweeper. At $3.99, it's a touch pricey for a Minesweeper
game, even if the graphics are pretty well put together.

Happy gaming!

-Paladeus. Just like FPS Creator, GameGuru is the pandora box of indie gaming as it opened the door to more shovelwares.

That being said, Elves Adventure is nothing but an abysmal mishmash of asset flip that shows a great lack of understanding of
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what makes an FPS enjoyable:

1. Inconsistent visual art style
2. Horrendous level design (game starts in a "mario-like" world, and then we get to explore some mines, and then an "oriental"
palace)
3. Unbalanced enemy encounter design (invisible foes shooting with pin-point accuracy, really!?)
4. Loads of clipping bugs
5. Long loading time
6. Poor performance
7. Lack of context to keep the player engaged

Sure, there is a first time for everyone. Without experimention, trial and error, we cannot gain experience. However, some early
attempts are better kept hidden from the public.

It's hard to justify the quality of a game with the price tag when there are good free-to-play games in the market...

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=h-mSqASQDgs

Rating:
0.1 \/ 10. quot;This was a topsy-turvy world of anguish, shame and self-torment"- Me and a depressed bird.
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In it's current state, the game is very simple but with that being said, I've also enjoyed playing it and will definitely keep trying
to improve my skills.

I've tried a few games now that have archery, and this one is my favourite so far. It may not offer much variety in terms of
narrative, levels, enemies etc, but it's polished, intuitive and the controls are satisfying to use. The atmosphere is fantastic and
the environment is beautiful. It would be awesome if the developers expanded on the game in the way they've described it in the
Early Access Game Page. Nothing is stated about the possibility of co-op or competing against friends, which I think would be a
nice addition to the game.

It's a good game if you want a bit of a workout as well, and it's easy to switch between left and right hand, which can be done at
any point.

. dont buy this cheap rubbish!. 10\/10

Played singleplayer when I was single. Hmmmmm interesting. Technically not crazy like I wanna, but there are some levels u
wanna break your keyboard.

Then I met a girl and we played it together. Well, she enjoyed it too, and I enjoyed the moments we played together. And she
became my girlfriend. HAHAHAHA~~~

Play this game with the girl u like!!! IMMEDIATE EFFECT!!!!!. I played with an XBox360 gamepad. The game does NOT
have "Full controller support"!

 Gamepad thumbsticks have no deadzone

 Not every Menu is controllable with the gamepad (e.g. shop window, level finish screen), or is simply behaving weirdly
(level selection map)

 havn't seen that the gamepad is reconfigureable and I'm not happy with the thumbstick button boost

 when I try to fly into the opposite direction as the char is currently watching, the char flies a small half circle. This is
especially annoying when standing still and trying to avoid a bullet, in which case the char does fly into the bundle most
of the time. I would like to see the char to rotate first and then accelerate not both at the same time.

 some enemies move so fast, it's literally not possible to hit them with the harpune.

 idle and fight music is not faded into each other but switches instantanous, wich sometimes leads to fast music
switching (every 5 secs or so)

I would have enjoyed the game if the gamepad control was better. Tight now I don't recommend the game, sry, but since it's my
fault that I overlooked the Demo-Button (most games don't have a demo these days..) I still give a thumb up ;). whaaat!?? at
least let me see the menu.... It's not exactly a bad game, but there's not much to justify buying it:

It's short. My playtime is the entire game's length. No replayability either.

The story is ok, but if you want to play it for the story I suggest you buy the comic instead.

The graphics, sounds and gameplay are lackluster. The visual style sort of matches the comic's, but it's not so good.

You might want to get it only if you really like the comic or Telltale games of old.. Bounce....this game is ADDICITING as hell.
Honestly I bought it because I wanted to play more Portal and this was the closest thing I could find for puzzles. This game is
great and you actually have to use your brain a bit to get the ball from point A to point B. Try it out you won't be let down!. Fun
but tough action arcade game. I suggest playing through it on Easy once before tackling the tougher difficulties.. If you are a fan
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of Chipzel's music buy the album and go buy audiosurf 1 or 2 and play it there you will have a way better time there. This game
has the same concept as that racing game in the 200-in-1 game your grandmother buys you when you were 7 except somehow
they screw with the controls. They feel extremely sluggish as if the same grandmother who bought you the 200-in-1 game was
the driver of the car, most the time im holding the left or right arrow and the car barley turns either direction but gods forbid i
let go and the car go right back to its original position faster than light. Now i am a fan of difficult games i played super
hexagon, dark souls, demon souls, dank suits 2, all the touhou's and those have a learning curve and the deaths in those games
dont feel half as cheap as the one's in this game and most of the time its because grandma wont turn the car fast enough.
So there if you find this game's concept enjoyable buy the 200-in-1 version and buy the sound track its a way better use of your
money.
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